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WHERE'S THAT IMPULSE TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 'THE IDAHOANUAL'? THE UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT

CAST OF CARMEN SCORES HEAVILY WITH ITS SINGING

De Mette in Title Role and Other Stars in Acting Also; Packed House at Grand Opening Company

By David Syall, Jr.

As an end to the 3-week run of the opera "Carmen" in the University Theater Wednesday night, the cast was scheduled to make its last public appearance in the city.

The opera was composed by French composer Georges Bizet and completed by Louis Lortzing in 1875. It is based on a play by Donizetti and famous for its love scenes and music. The story is of Carmen, a gypsy dancer, and the bullfighter Don Jose.

The opera was presented by the Idaho Opera Company, and the cast included the following: Carmen, Delphine De Mette; Micaela, Elaine Jackson; Zuniga, Victor Bowers; Les Compadres, Robert L. Tackett, John Paul Armstrong, Philip A. Plummer, and John H. McCormick.

The opera was accompanied by the University Orchestra under the direction of Professor Charles J. Kinnison.

WRESTLING SQUAD IS NOW ROLLING INTO TRIM SHAPE

Shortage of Light-Weight Wrestlers Impede Progress; Kinnison Issues Call for Additional Contestants

Twelve candidates are working hard to fill the light-weight spot on the University wrestling squad. Because of the shortage of light-weights, the squad will not be able to compete in the Boise Invitational Meet held on February 17. The meet is composed of the leading colleges of the Northwest and will be held at Idaho State College.

Kinnison, in a recent interview, said, "We have been assured that all the meet will be held on the campus of Boise State College and that all the meets will be held on the campus of Idaho State College."

MOLL JOINS NOTED DANCE TEAM

University Student Now Performing With New York City's Ballet Company

Charles R. Moll, an upperclassman at the University of Idaho, has been accepted into the corps of dancers of the New York City Ballet company.

Moll, who has been a member of the University of Idaho's dance team for the past two seasons, was accepted into the company by its director, Jerome Robbins.

Moll will be assigned to the corps of dancers for the remainder of the season and will be touring with the company throughout the United States.

CADET DANCE WILL BE FORMAL AFFAIR

Date Set for February 22; Altogether 500 Invitations Will Be Sent Out

The annual formal dance of the university will be held on the evening of February 22 in the Student Union. The theme of the dance is "The Golden Age of France," and the dress will be formal.

The dance will be held in the Student Union and will include a program of music and dance. The program will be presented by the university orchestra and the university dance team.

VANDAL-CHENY WRESTLING TOURNAMENT

Drawn-By-Hander Is Stalemate; Idaho Loses to Freshmen with 8-7 Score

The Idaho wrestling team lost to the University of Idaho's freshmen team by a score of 8-7 in the annual Vandal-Cheney wrestling tournament held on the campus of the University of Idaho.

The Idaho team was led by Bruce Johnson, who won both of his matches, and Wally Lenihan, who won both of his matches. The freshmen team was led by Jack Johnson, who won both of his matches.

MINNESOTA GREEKS MUST HAVE 'C' GRADE

New Standards for Phi Beta Kappa

A new set of standards for Phi Beta Kappa has been adopted by the University of Idaho. The new standards require that all members of the University of Idaho must have a 'C' grade in order to be eligible for membership in the society.

The new standards are a result of the University of Idaho's efforts to improve the quality of its membership. The University of Idaho has been a member of Phi Beta Kappa for over 50 years and has been a leader in the advancement of education in the state of Idaho.
The Collegiate Education

In this present age which is too only to seek and the stereotyped college and college life, the university student is too often seen to confines people from college life anything but a giddy whirl with an occasional book thrown in a bit. This is unfortunate attitude it implies that college students are interested in literature. It would seem that they are bored of even a much earlier period in college education or a one-sided view of college life today. If students must ignore the modern college student in the light he is a student's fifteen or twenty years. No wonder their attitude is for college students to have a college course of study. Indeed, these days mean a highly technical knowledge of the sciences.

Consequently, as in common, the hope to live in the average commercial coming. As coming they did from the people and wealthy college students in the 19th century became no other than a middle-class mediocrity.

But, even admitting that possibility, the Conclusions Objective to college education will probably to insist that the newspapermen as his own personal observations indicate conclusively that students in American colleges today are a giddy, glibly, flippantly-thinking crowd. But, he will probably conclude that the attitude.

"Now, back off"! Well, Mr. O. Joe, you are to do. Indeed, you are over a few people, age 12 to 24, express successions of these people, but they in any real successions, their own responsibilities, but who do not appear to the outside careless college.

"Break! "

Do you think that the young people in every city and town side of the interest and their own important in the College of education.

"Carmen" in the entrance hall of the library.

All morning that little table was crowded with students anxious to know the new famous opera by Smetana. Their interest was not confined to the pictures of the opera, either; they wanted to read the story, too. One way or another, they flocked to the audience to see it presented by the joyous families.

The Cash Grocery

"Home of Good Value"

C. W. Langlois, Prop.

Salesman's Hall Too Small (Continued from page 2)

Science hall too small.

A student's lament: "Beauk! Break! Break! At least at the end of a day. But though you've been here since fall, you can't even begin to open up to his heart." -Prf. Pfein.

The Catalogue Education

As in the past year, 149 students have been collected in the Catalogue Education. Some of the students have been in theCatalogue Education for the past year. They have been asked to continue in the Catalogue Education for the next year.

Science hall too small.

As in the past year, more than 100 students have been collected in the Catalogue Education. Some of the students have been in the Catalogue Education for the past year. They have been asked to continue in the Catalogue Education for the next year.

The Library Expands

With its expansion to 207 on the second floor of the Ad building, the community library of the ground floor, the student body will have more room in which to study. The new addition to the building will provide a large number of students with a library of History and economics. It provides ten study tables having a hundred students.

The expansion somewhat swells the library's distinctive companion in the library. Approximately 325 students can now comfortably accommodate in the library, which for 1895, a total of its students, is an average proportion for libraries as communities for western society. Until now, the rapidly growing student body will soon demand more room.

Prof. B. F. Pfein, a student's lament: "Break! Break! Break! At least at the end of a day. But though you've been here since fall, you can't even begin to open up to his heart." -Prf. Pfein.
World News

International Intercollegiate meet will be held in Logan where a ten-man team from Oxford University broke the United States for a series of three-round bouts with Yale.

The George Washington have sent a large delegation to Washington D. C. ask- ing for facilities to grant them larger quarterly payments on receipts from oil sold in Oklahoma. The Portuguese cabinet council has refused to recognize the Belgian govern- ment. Relief for the cotton industry and vez- a for government expre- ssed of co-operative marketing are the topics of bills to be introduced by political bodies in this session of Congress.

Supervised and self-answering tele- phone has been installed in W. S. C. The city has refused to close certain offices for evening purposes as a result a committee has been appointed. Congress asks a comprehensive report on weight of luggage on express traffic. The committee is also asking a report of changing customs to be made to give danger signals.

We Have No Reassurance

The governor of the French Indo- China has given Premier Horeau of France a chilly pat. It is not true that eleven years old and weigh- ing 183 pounds. On the trip from Indochina to France it is not 400 pounds of heavy for which the greater had to pay. In desperation he sent it to the Laos Zone.

F. E. Out tomorrow

New Victor Records

From the Latest Musical Comedies

Drops by My Head, Drop—While
There's a Baby at Home
Serenade—March, Victor 
Vassar Record Number 1991, Black
A Touch of the Other Side
Serenade—March, Victor 
Vassar Record Number 1991, Black

Hodgins

Springs Stylish Apparel

In New Displays of Models Which Are
Surpassing Interest to Women and Males!

With the coming of Spring, clothes take on an extra element in the interest of the women. The garments we present upon this occasion are well worth your interest and attention as they do the newest and best in the season's styles with prices which indicate real economy.

It is a pleasure to us to be able to offer you such excellent values, and it will be a pleasure to you to choose from such an attractive showing of apparel. The garments illustrated will give you an idea of the many which we invite you to inspect now in our Store. Your early selection is advisable.

Silk Dresses for Spring

Early Showling of the New Styles

For a woman, the first harbinger of Spring is not the daisy violet nor the feathered congeber—but the new Spring Dress! She feels an urge to bloom forth, too, in new and beautiful garments. This Store is now receiving its new spring dresses, direct from New York.

Out today: $16.75

COLLINS & ORLAND HARDWARE CO.
STEWARD'S SHOE SHOP
322 W. Third Street

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
DE LUXE BARBER SHOP
Next to Campus
HILLIARD & MAUER
I was amazing to note the efforts he produced.

We take care of your hair to your delight! And we are the best! We will give you the confidence to cope with the coming challenges.

The Florsheim Shoe

With the beauty of a Follies girl and the rugged endearment of a star of the stage.

The Walker 110

SUN. MON. TUES., Cecil B. DeMille's Production TRIUMPH with Leatrice Joy and Roland LaRoquette, screen play by Jeanie MacPherson

Founded out of the Saturday Evening Post story by May Edington

NOTICE

Student Reserved Seats for the students of The A. C. L. C. will be placed on sale at the Administrative Building, Tuesday, January 31, at 3 p.m. Two seats will be placed for each student. No one will be admitted without A. C. L. C. Union. For tickets the B. L. Call the chief box office. FLOYD R. MARCHISI, Manager of Admissions

JUST TWO BLOCKS SOUTH

of the Mosque Hotel you will find the up-to-date SHOE REPAIR SHOP.

We do first class work and use good material. When you see us take two boxes and call back and see about it. D. L. JANZEN

FOR THE

BEST THE ONLY

truly

With Pend Oreille butter and maple syrup and also the coffee that has no equal are served only at the

V AR S I T Y  G RO C E R

WE SERVE

ALL KINDS OF LUNCHES

B A Y A N D S H O E M A K E COLD DAYS WARMER

F R E D E R I C K  D A V I D S

C H A S E N G S

AND SERVICE

QUALITY

and Workmanship

FRI E D R I A N D S

SHOE REPAIR

SHOP

OUR LINE OF

STATIONERY IS COMPLETE

Purchased paper with signature to match is most economical. We have a large assortment here, which to make a selection.

CORNER DRUG & JEWELRY STORE